
1. The AM2302 or the AM2321 can be used as a temperature sensor. I chose the AM2321 
because it is even more compact. Regardless of which sensor is used, the VCC PIN is connected 
to VCC, the GND PIN to GND and PIN 2 to PIN 2 of the Pro Micro. With the AM2302 PIN 3 and 
with the AM2321 PIN 4 remains unused. 
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2. Then the Pro Micro gets programmed with the sketch. To do this, start the Arduino IDE and 

install the DHT library. Click on Sketch -> Include Library -> Manage Libraries. Enter DHT as the 
search term and install DHT sensor library.  
IMPORTANT!! You have to select the correct variant (3.3V or 5V) as the processor. Otherwise 
you brick the Pro Micro. If that happens, it has to be reset. How to do that I tell you later. You 
will notice that you have bricked the Pro Micro when the port no longer appears in the tools. 
Usually it is not marked on the back which version it is. But you can find out by measuring the 
voltage between GND and VCC with the multimeter (3.3V or 5V). Choose as port the device 
that appears when you connect the Pro Micro to the PC. Now upload the sketch. 
 

3. Now you have to connect the Pro Micro to your OV and make the following settings in XCSoar: 
NMEA Device, select an unused port and click Edit. Choose ttyACM0 or ttyACM1 as port, you 
have to try. The driver is OpenVario and turn off the option select Sync to. I left the baud rate 
at 4800. 
 

4. Now the NavBoxes should show the required values for relative humidity and outside 
temperature. 
 

5. If you have bricked the Pro Micro, you can restore it by soldering a button to the PIN RST with 
a cable, the other PIN of which is soldered to GND. Open the Arduino IDE and leave the 
standard sketch open. Now you press the button twice very quickly. Upload the standard 
sketch as soon as possible. You may need several attempts. I first clicked Upload and then 
quickly clicked the button twice. You can now program the Pro Micro again. 
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